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Meeting Dates 2015

•Next meetings:

•February 24th

•March 17th

•Marcher 31st

•April 14th

•April 28th 



Mystery Book Bag #4 

• In her world, everything is black or white

• Things are good or bad; anything in between is 
confusing

• That's the stuff her older brother, Devon, has 
always explained

• Then he died

• She is an eleven-year-old girl with Asperger's

• Eventually she ends up helping her father deal 
with her brother’s death



Mystery Book Bag #7

• built as a last refuge for the human race

• two hundred years later, the great lamps that 
light the city are beginning to flicker

• corrupt mayor

• female becomes a bike messenger, discovers 
some of the city’s secrets

• male becomes a pipe worker repairing the 
plumbing in the underground tunnels

• these two people must find a way to save 
their beloved city



Mystery Book Bag #7 Winner

• Title: City of Ember

• Author: Jeanne DuPrau

•Winners:
• Meiling Liknes



Mystery Book Bag #8
• He’s got heart

• He’s got a mom that loves him

• He's got "dud meds," which is what he calls the 
Ritalin pills that are supposed to even out his wild 
mood swings

• Sometimes he makes bad choices

• Finally he ends up in the district special-ed
program, which could be the end of the line

• He tells his own story, giving a vivid, keenly 
observed, detailed account of his actions and the 
reactions of others



The Card Turner

• Author: Louis Sachar

• Realistic fiction

• When his wealthy uncle, a champion bridge 
player who has lost his vision, asks 
seventeen-year-old Alton to be a cardturner
for him, Alton has no idea how much he will 
ultimately learn from his eccentric relative. 
Includes appendix by Syd Fox with 
information about bridge. 



Dangerous

• Shannon Hale

• Science fiction

• When aspiring astronaut Maisie Danger Brown, 
who was born without a right hand, and the 
other space camp students get the opportunity 
to do something amazing in space, Maisie must 
prove how dangerous she can be and how far 
she is willing to go to protect everything she 
has ever loved. 



Towering

• Author: Alex Flinn

• Fantasy

• A contemporary retelling of Rapunzel told from 
the alternating perspectives of three teens 
whose fates unknowingly bind them together 
to destroy a greater evil

• Sort of a series: Beastly, A Kiss In Time 
Bewitching, Cloaked



What Are You Reading?

• What books do you recommend?

• What kept your attention?


